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Xcraft drones net worth 2018

Aerospace engineer JD Claridge and business partner Charles Manning have launched a massive bidding war in the Tank with their drone company XCraft. The Sharks found the company's $1,800 high-performance model, but were even more excited about its upcoming Phone Drone product, which turns smartphones into drone-powered recording
devices. ABC/Sony Pictures Television Fox Van Allen is a Los Angeles-based writer for CBS Interactive covering technology, tech lifestyle and gaming topics for GameSpot, CNET, ZDNet and TechRepublic. He has previously worked as a news and feature writer for a number of other sites, including... | Full bio | Watch all of Fox Gale Robinson's content 3
years ago During Episode 5 of Shark Tank's Season 7, which aired in late 2015, all five sharks decided to invest in the burgeoning drone business. The drone maker was xCraft and, now in 2017, some serious developments have emerged for xCraft. Kickstarter members/donors will receive their X PlusOne drones and their development kits. There was an
early 2016 ordering numbers mixup, as well as some problems with using multiple platforms like Indiegogo, Kickstarter, and the XCraft website itself, but all those early problems have been solved. Find xCraft Drones on Amazon Now, xCraft has seen a rapid rise in their business, so they hired a complete team and a new community manager to deal with
customer issues. And their three main drone models have been sold on Amazon since the summer of 2016, and so has free Amazon Prime shipping. The hardest part of buying one of these great xCraft Drones just might be able to choose between the many options available on each model and that's what determines the pricing. The Plus One, AT2, and
RC1 quadcopters start at just $499 and can run close to or even a little over $2k. The xCraft Drones X PlusOne The X PlusOne: Platinum Quadcopter lets users enjoy hitting the heights and taking great aerial video or using the mode called Follow Me for taking unique selfies during activities such as skiing or cycling racing for example. The X PlusOne retails
for $709.66 and is touted as easy to operate with self-stabilizers in hover mode. It also has an upward-facing wing for pitching forward at more than 90 degrees for fast-forward motion. Other Plus One models include: The xCraft X Plus One DIY Quadcopter Kit in White for $499.00 The xCraft XPlusOne for GoPro HERO with Brushless Gimbal in Black for
$612.15 The xCraft X Plus One Quad Copter HD Advanced with Gimbal and Run cam HD at $795.00 The xCraft XPlusOne Quadcopter with Gimbal and Run cam HD plus two additional batteries at $895.00 The xCraft Drones RC1 To date, the RC! has only one model to sell on Amazon and it's a camcorder bundle: The RC1-XP1-001-BK Quadcopter Drone
in Black at $1,893.55 The xCraft Drones AT2 The AT2 has a number of models on Amazon, including: The xCraft Quadcopter Camcorder Bundle AT2-XP1-002-WH Drone in White at $694,00 694.00 xCraft Hybrid Quad Copter with Fixed Wing AT2-XP1-002-CB-B1 complete with GoPro Gimbal at $709.66 The xCraft Quadcopter Camcorder Bundle AT2-
XP1-002-BK in black at $2,080.42 Not just a Drone Tech Developer AnymoreSo, now xCraft is not only a drone technology developer, but also a mass marketer of some of the most innovative products in the history of drone technology. The X PlusOne, the company's main product, is known for combining the floating skills of a helicopter with the speed of an
aircraft. It's actually a smaller drone that makes full use of many smartphone features. Today, xCraft is taking advantage of many recent autonomous flight developments and is also making progress in increasing accessibility and camera quality. These days, it would certainly seem that XCraft is taking the drone market by storm. With 25 per cent of the win in
their pockets, it looks like the Sharks have made an excellent decision. Prev Article Next article More from this author Gale Robinson is a freelance writer who regularly contributes to clients on writing sites such as HireWriters and Textbroker by writing blogs, press releases, web pages, reviews, and product descriptions. A former screenwriter, Gale and her
late husband, Richard Robinson, wrote screenplays for major films that became the hit movie â€œPiranhaâ€ that went on to become several sequels over the years, â€œKingdom of the Spidersâ€ starring William Shatner, â€œPoor Pretty Eddieâ€ starring Shelley Winters and Slim Pickens, and â€œHighballâ€ starring Peter Fonda and Jerry Reed. As a
businesswoman and entrepreneur, Ms. Robinson started a business in California with five local stores and a popular website called 4moneyandmore.com. Then she began dedicing her time to writing and affiliate marketing. To date, she has written 1,629 articles for Textbroker and 1,023 for HireWriters on topics ranging from advertising, affiliate marketing,
article recaps, blog posts, SEO, web pages, and automated content marketing health, beauty and fashion, boats, sailing, and travel plus pets, lawn and landscaping, real estate, legal and entertainment. Ms. Robinson is currently working on a number of web pages and reviews for a well-known company in Georgia regarding television, film and product
reviews. Could there be more scenarios in the works? It's €™ is quite possible. Powerful autonomy. No time limit. Find out about us Looking for something different? The Maverick is unlike anything you've flown before! Meet Maverick Careers @ xCraft We are located in the beautiful Coeur d'Alene, Idaho USA. Here we design, test and assemble all xCraft
drones for business and military customers. About xCraft If anyone just got acquainted with the idea of start-ups, venture capital and Shark Tank would surprise them. After all, start-ups are all in the tech sphere, pushing emerging technologies such as augmented reality and machine machine Their employees wear hoodie-wearing, Red Bull drinkers. They
live in the Bay Area and prioritize social media marketing over sales or business plans. The public vision of a start-up is The Social Network. Generally, Shark Tank is pet food and potty training products. To be sure, there is plenty of variety in Shark Tank places, but it's rare that an idea checks all the boxes for cool. XCraft is the exception. XCraft is a mass
market developer of innovative drone technology. The main product, the X PlusOne, combines the floating power of a helicopter with the speed of an aircraft. A smaller drone that makes full use of features common to most smartphones is scheduled for launch in the fall of 2016. By taking advantage of recent developments in unmanned and autonomous
flights, and increasing the quality and accessibility of the camera, XCraft hopes to conquer the drone market in a storm. With such advanced technology, they needed an experienced team. JD Claridge, the CEO, is an aerospace engineer with experience at Volant Technica and Quest Aircraft. Charles Manning, co-founder and chief evangelist of XCraft, is the
CEO of Kochava, a leading mobile analytics company. The diversity of the team goes beyond JD and Charles. Their COO, Andrew Cook, is a Bitcoin investment expert. They have several engineers, a former Marine, and a production manager fluent in Chinese.As if it's a surprise, XCraft got off the ground with a foray into crowdfunding. The project started at
the end of 2014 with a funding target of fifty thousand dollars. After a months-long campaign, XCraft raised nearly three times as much. Backers promised an average of $545.25 for a variety of perks, including pre-orders of the finished product, development kits, accessories, and intermittent progress updates. Kickstarter, however, is rarely enough
investment to sustain a company of this size. R&amp;D costs, as well as building inventory and hiring employees, mean a greater need for venture capital. With the hope of expanding new innovative products and expanding drones to a variety of consumer applications, JD and Charles will need more funding. XCraft has validated their business with the
crowdfunding campaign, but will that be enough to change the minds of the often conservative sharks? XCraft During Shark, TankJD Claridge (left) explains how the XPlusOne converts to airplane mode. JD and Charles entered the tank in style, flying the X PlusOne into the room for them. After a smooth landing, they compared the emerging drone market to
the onset of aviation. The Wright brothers changed how people thought of transportation by flying a manned flight. Drones did the same Flight. The X PlusOne was a drone redefined. While many traditional drones offered hovering options, the ability to turn into an aircraft gave the product far-reaching applications. From filming a moving vehicle to covering a
greater distance in a single charge, the X PlusOne could do it all. It could even be mid-flight between the two modes and be programmed to follow a specific flight path. For twenty percent of XCraft, JD and Charles asked for a five hundred thousand dollar investment. Daymond and Robert wanted to raise red flags early. The business partners responded to
questions about the X PlusOne's flight range by referring to autonomous flight options. A flight path can be programmed in advance, so users don't have to follow it with a controller. Surprised, Robert wondered if this was legal. Regulations stated that users must respect other aircraft, keep the X PlusOne within the line of sight when used for recreational
purposes, and fly below four hundred feet. Otherwise, it was all legal. The sharks then asked about its viability. At a price point of eighteen hundred dollars, would it be hard to find a target audience? JD brought the Kickstarter campaign into the world, as well as another thirty thousand dollars in pre-sales, as product validation. The co-founders also brought
their shared history in aerospace engineering and software worldwide. This experience has contributed to both the construction of the product and the development of flight plan software. The PhoneDrone Ethos has a foldable design at a lower price. Satisfied that JD and Charles were the real deal, Kevin gave some advice on the applications. A managed
forest area on its 36-acre property had to be periodically examined for diseased trees, so looked at drones for this purpose. He wondered if the camera capability had been considered for hover mode, and JD claimed this was in development. He also took the opportunity to show off the PhoneDrone, XCraft's second product. The device is a small foldable
chassis that holds the user's smartphone. It uses the accelerometers, gyroscopes, GPS, connectivity and cameras of smartphones to create a portable and consumer-friendly experience. The PhoneDrone was expected on the market for three hundred dollars, with a production cost below one hundred. Robert wanted help framing the company. Again, who
was the target, and what was XCraft's secret sauce to differentiate it from competitors? Charles cited the intellectual property behind the designs of both products, as well as licensing opportunities, which Kevin called music to my ears. For a moment, XCraft seemed to be perfect. Why did they need the sharks? While investors are usually repelled by early-
stage start-ups, they also don't resist jumping on the wagon too late. JD said that half of the money would be used to scale production to reduce costs and the other half would be used to develop PhoneDrone.Al recognize the value of this market, Kevin showed initiative by making the Offer. For 25 percent, Kevin offered $700,000. Predicting a nasty, nasty
shark fight, Daymond entered negotiations at a million dollars for twenty-five percent, which Kevin immediately matched. Matched. offered an even better deal, a million dollars for twenty percent, which Kevin also matched. In less than two minutes, the company's value had doubled to $5 million. Airplane mode in action. Before a brutal bidding war ensued,
Robert advised them to step outside to discuss things in the hall. Before they could form a cartel against XCraft, Charles had a proposal. He took the first step by suggesting a collaborative movement between the sharks, a kind of syndicate. However, JD almost killed their chances with the rating. JD saw the doubling of XCraft and wanted to recreate a
miracle. He asked for a valuation of $10 million. For reference, the sharks often cut their individual investments for the added value of more expertise. Daymond began to express his reservations, calling the tactic greedy. However, he apparently still wanted a deal, tacking another million on the previous highest bid. His ceiling was a $6 million valuation. For
Kevin, the floor was five percent of the company. With lower equity, XCraft would not be worth its time. Mark had kept quiet during the negotiations, so Charles gauged his interest. With a smile and one we'll see, they continued. At 300,000 for five percent each, Robert and Mark both hesitated. Robert pointed to possible privacy concerns, and Mark just
wanted to hear JD and Charles. After the two returned from a private conversation in the hall, everyone was ready to go. Kevin, Daymond, Lori and Robert signed in quick succession. Mark was the only robbery. He wanted to build on the trust of other investors. Sure, XCraft had fielded conversations with other parties? Charles replied that, yes, they did.
However, most other parties saw this as nothing more than an early-stage investment with high potential returns. They didn't have the diverse expertise of the sharks, and they didn't have the same reputation for execution. Robert agreed. A lot of these VC [venture capital] guys... They're smart, but they don't get their hands dirty. Apparently, this was the last
piece of Mark's puzzle. He accepted it. In an almost unprecedented move, every shark cooperated for a deal all parties were happy with. You're going to own this market, Kevin explained. JD and Charles were more than happy with the deal. They got a higher valuation, more capital up front, and five strategic partners to push their technology from every
conceivable angle. Their success tells the story of a near-perfect pitch. They had an innovative and requested product, in an emerging sector. They had excellent sales, considering they were mainly increased in a one month Kickstarter campaign. They had the technical background. On a slight tactical misstep after aggressively negotiating, they did
everything right. Every tech entrepreneur should look at the success of XCraft as a blueprint for success. After Shark TankSins the XCraft episode was broadcast in the fall of 2015, 2015, have been a number of developments. Kickstarter backers have started receiving their development kits and X PlusOne drones, with little feedback so far (which can be a
good thing if people like to complain online if a product doesn't meet their expectations.) With the unexpected ordering capacity and the use of multiple platforms (Kickstarter, Indiegogo and the XCraft website) there was also a mix-up of order numbers in early 2016, but that seems to have been resolved now. In response to the company's rapid rise and new
customer concerns, the founders deemed it necessary to hire a team, complete with a new community manager. From the summer of 2016 you can actually buy the XCraft on Amazon.com - click here to view all 3 available models. The best of all you get from the XCraft with Free Prime Shipping.Half of the bulky investment was intended for research on the
PhoneDrone. How far has XCraft come since the non-functional prototype showed off in the tank? Crowdfunding worked well enough for the X PlusOne, so they decided to take a similar approach for PhoneDrone, now known as PhoneDrone Ethos. A Kickstarter campaign went live immediately after Shark Tank aired their episode, in which they were looking
for a hundred thousand dollars. With an even more successful campaign being the first, she raised a total of nearly four hundred thousand dollars between KickStarter and Indiegogo.XCraft has expanded rapidly, building a large team and moving its base of operations. A look at the Kickstarter update section suggests they've been busy over just raising
money. As of February 2016, they had hired their new team, secured a manufacturer and shifted their base to Coeur d'Alene, Idaho. They hope the larger facility in a start-up-friendly city will function as a mini-Silicon Valley for the company. They've also opened surveys to establish direct communication channels with their customers, as well as a referral
campaign to make XCraft a viral success. Starting in April 2016, they've unveiled a more responsive PhoneDrone Ethos prototype, which will be further tested in the field when the weather permits. Given the volume of production, PhoneDrone Ethos looks on track for the September 2016 shipping date.Click here to see all XCraft models available on
Amazon.comXCraft Summary Episode: Season 7, Episode 5Initial rating and offer: $2,500,000; 20% for $500,000Offers of sharks:Kevin: $750,000 for 25%Daymond: $1,000,000 for 25%Kevin: $1,000,000 for 25%Lori: $1,000 for 25%Kevin 000,000 for 20%Kevin: $1,000,000 for 20%All sharks: $1,500,000 for 25%, 5% each (accepted) Crowdfunding
numbers:X PlusOne: About $170,000; Kickstarter and direct pre-sales through websitePhoneDrone Ethos: About $370,000; Kickstarter and IndiegogoVisit xcraft.io for trailers, updates and purchases. XCraft also places here on his Kickstarter page. Here. Here.
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